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Scale-Freeness or Partial Synchronization in Neural

Mass Phase Oscillator Networks: Pick One of Two?

We derived phase oscillator networks from two seminal descriptions of neural mass

behavior: the Wilson-Cowan firing rate model and the voltage-based Freeman model.

The resulting dynamics differed qualitatively due to an attractive coupling in the first

and a repulsive coupling in the latter. Using empirical structural connectivity ma-

trices, we investigated whether the two models may cover the functional connectivity

observed in resting state activity. We also searched for two pivotal dynamical fea-

tures: (1) a partial phase synchrony with a possibility of a transition towards either a

desynchronized or a (fully) synchronized state; (2) long-term autocorrelations indica-

tive for a scale-free temporal dynamics of phase synchronization. While both networks

captured the empirical functional connectivity structure, only the phase dynamics of

the Freeman model exhibited the scale-free behavior. Its repulsive coupling, however,

let the individual phases disperse and did not allow for a transition into a (partially)

synchronized state in disagreement with the empirical findings. The Wilson-Cowan

phase model, by contrast, could switch into a (partially) synchronized state, but it

did not generate long-term correlations although it was located close to the onset of

synchronization, i.e. in its critical regime. The models could display one of two dy-

namical features (1) or (2), but not both together. There is a range of possibilities to

modify these models to overcome this shortcoming, to think of misbalancing excitatory

and inhibitory units or introducing delays that are biologically less plausible than the

ones we chose. This will, however, violate the immediate connection to the underlying

neural mass model and/or the direct link to the structural connectivity structure. As

it stands neither of the model can capture the full dynamical spectrum observed in

cortical activity.

Adapted from: Ton R., Deco G., Daffertshofer A. Scale-Freeness or Partial Syn-

chronization in Neural Mass Phase Oscillator Networks: Pick One of Two? Under

review.
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5. Dynamics of Neural Mass Phase Oscillator Networks

5.1 Introduction

Characterizing the underlying dynamical structure of macroscopic brain activity is a

challenge. Models capturing this large-scale activity can be very complex, incorporat-

ing multidimensional neural dynamics and complicated connectivity structures [122,

63]. Neural mass models, or networks thereof, that cover the dynamics of neural pop-

ulations offer a lower-dimensional and therefore quite appealing alternative [70, 208,

173]. To further enhance analytical tractability one may consider the (relative) phase

dynamics between neural masses. We previously showed under which circumstances

certain neural mass models can be reduced to mere phase oscillators [58, 223] — see

also [190, 184]. This established a direct link between these two types of models. A

minimal model describing phase dynamics is the Kuramoto network [136], which in

its original form consists of globally coupled phase oscillators. Generalizations of this

model by adding delays and complex coupling structures result in a wide variety of

complex dynamics [2, 34]. Even in its original form the Kuramoto model is capable of

showing non-trivial collective dynamics in the form of a spontaneous transition from

a desynchronized to a synchronized state thereby passing through a critical regime.

This transition is induced by a mere change in coupling strength.

Synchronization of neural activity plays a crucial role in neural functioning [90].

In the human brain synchronized activity can be found at different levels. At the mi-

croscopic level temporal alignment in neuronal firing is a prerequisite for measureable

cortical oscillations [168]. However, it also manifests itself at the macroscopic level in

the form of global resting state networks [23, 65]. Synchronization properties are mod-

ulated under the influence of task conditions in e.g. motor performance [229], visual

perception [203], cognition [80] and information processing [91, 204, 234]. Epilepsy,

schizophrenia, dementia and Parkinson’s disease come with pathological synchroniza-

tion structures [188, 38]. When aiming for a concise but encompassing description

of brain dynamics, a macroscopic network model should capture this wide range of

synchronization phenomena.

According to the so-called criticality hypothesis [19], the human brain is a dynam-

ical system in the vicinity of a critical regime. Its dynamics is located at the cusp of

dynamic instability reminiscent of a non-equilibrium phase transition in thermody-

namic systems [52, 18]. The conceptual appeal of the critical brain lies in the fact that

networks operating in this regime show optimal performance in several characteristics

relevant to cortical functioning [198]. Critical dynamics often display power laws in

multiple variables [211] and have been observed in e.g., size and duration distributions

of neuronal avalanches [17] and EEG cascades [78]. Power-laws are also manifested as

scale-free autocorrelation structures of the amplitude envelopes of encephalographic

activity [144, 162]. Very recently, long-range temporal correlations have been reported
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in fluctuations of the phase (synchronization) dynamics in neural activity [31, 225].

The nature of these power-law forms in the correlation structure can be quantified by

the Hurst exponent H [119]. Its value characterizes the correlations between succes-

sive increments of the signal with H>0.5 and H<0.5 marking positive and negative

correlations respectively: the first leading to long-range temporal correlations in the

time series.

In this study we considered the phase descriptions of two classical neural mass net-

works: the Wilson-Cowan firing rate and Freeman voltage model, both equipped with

neurobiologically motivated coupling and delay structures. Coupling and delay struc-

tures were obtained from data by means of, respectively, the DTI matrix describing

coupling strengths between brain regions and the Euclidean distances between nodes.

In a nutshell these two models lead to two qualitatively different phase synchronization

dynamics. The Freeman phase model yields long-range temporal correlations, but its

repulsive coupling does not allow for a transition towards a (partially) synchronized

state, whereas the Wilson-Cowan phase model shows the opposite behavior. Both

phenomena (partial synchronization and persistent long-range correlations), however,

were present in MEG signals recorded during resting state. Hence, we conclude that

both the Wilson-Cowan and the Freeman based model cannot cover the full dynam-

ical spectrum of (resting state) brain activity with the proviso that parameters stay

within biologically plausible limits.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Wilson-Cowan model

The first neural mass model we studied is the Wilson-Cowan model that describes the

dynamics of firing rates of neuronal populations [237]. We always considered properly

balanced pairs of excitatory (Ek) and inhibitory (Ik) populations. We coupled each

of these pairs or nodes to other nodes through the connections between excitatory

populations given by a DTI-derived coupling matrix SCkl forming a network of k =

1, . . . , 90 nodes. We illustrate the basic structure of this network in Fig. 5.1. The

dynamics per node k reads

µkĖk(t) = −Ek(t) + S

[
aE

(
cEEEk − cEIIk − θE + qk +K

N∑
l=1

SCklEl(t− τkl)

)]
µk İk(t) = −Ik(t) + S [aI (cIEEk − cIIIk − θI)] .

(5.1)
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5. Dynamics of Neural Mass Phase Oscillator Networks

The coupling constants cEI , cIE , cEE , cII quantify the coupling strength within each

(E/I) pair. The function S[x] = (1 + e−x)−1 is a sigmoid function that introduces

the thresholds θE and θI that need to be exceeded by the total input into neural

mass k to elicit firing. The delays τkl are determined by conduction velocity and

inversely proportional to the Euclidean distance between nodes k, l. In the following

delay values are in milliseconds. Appropriate choices of µk and qk guaranteed that

the self-sustained oscillations were in the alpha band (8-13 Hz). By slightly varying

qk, µk across k we introduced heterogeneity in oscillation frequencies.

c
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E
k
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k
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EE

c
II
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E
l
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Fig. 5.1: Coupling structure of both neural
mass networks. The proper balance between
excitatory (Ek) and inhibitory (Ik) popula-
tions led to self-sustained oscillations in the
network. Self coupling (cEE , cII) was only
present in the Wilson-Cowan network and de-
picted in gray. External inputs are denoted by
qk, see also equations (5.1) and (5.2). The cou-
pling matrix SCkl connecting the excitatory
populations in the network has been based on
DTI data and represents connections between
brain areas.

5.2.2 Freeman model

The Freeman model [88] describes the mean membrane potentials Ek, Ik of neural

populations. In analogy to (5.1) its dynamics could be given by

Ëk = − (αk + βk) Ėk − αkβkEk + αkβkqk + αkβkγK

N∑
l=1

SCkl

[
S
[
El (t− τkl)− θ

σ

]]
− cEIγ

[
S
[
Ik (t)− θ

σ

]]
Ïk = − (αk + βk) İk − αkβkIk + αkβkcIEγ

[
S
[
Ek (t)− θ

σ

]]
(5.2)

where k = 1, . . . , N with N the number of excitatory populations. S[x] is again a

sigmoid function here covering the effects of pulse coupled neurons in the populations

with γ the scaling parameter of this function [148]. The parameters αk, βk repre-
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sent mean rise and decay times of the neural responses in population k, which we

here varied to introduce frequency heterogeneity in the system. Analogous to (5.1)

appropriate parameter values guaranteed self-sustained oscillations in the alpha band.

In (5.2) we separated the excitatory and inhibitory nodes to stress the similarity

between both networks. To ease notation, however, we combined both equations in

(5.2) into a single expression. To this end, we used the variable Vm = [Ek, Ik]
T

and

incorporated the terms cEI , cIE and the scaled structural coupling matrix K · SCmn

into one overall coupling matrix CF
mn =

[
K · SCkl cEII

cIEI 0

]
with I the identity matrix

(see Fig. 5.2). After identifying m,n with k, l this yielded:

V̈k = − (αk + βk) V̇k − αkβkVk + αkβkq + αkβkγ

2N∑
l=1

CF
kl

[
S
[
Vl (t− τkl)− θ

σ

]]
,

(5.3)

where k, l = 1, . . . , 2N . Here, the delays between excitatory nodes, i.e. τkl with

k, l ≤ N , are equal to delays τkl in (5.2). We note that we assumed delays between

excitatory and inhibitory nodes ([k l] = [1, . . . , N ; k+N ] and [k l] = [l+N ; 1, . . . , N ])

to be negligible.

SC
kl

1

90
1 90

CF

kl

1

90

180
1 90 180

<0

>0

Fig. 5.2: Illustration of the
DTI-derived structural connectiv-
ity matrix SCkl and the matrix
CF
kl in (5.6). In the latter we incor-

porated in inter-pair coupling cEI
and cIE together with the scaled
structural connectivity K · SCkl.
The upper left block of CF

kl has
the same structure as SCkl. The
two diagonals represent the cou-
pling strengths cEI and cIE .

5.2.3 Phase description

The phase dynamics could be derived by transforming the systems to their corre-

sponding polar coordinates around an unstable focus. We described its dynamics in

terms of the periodic function Ak cos(Ωt + φk), with Ak denoting the amplitude, φk

the relative phase and Ω the central frequency of the oscillation. We averaged the dy-

namics over one period 2π/Ω under the assumption that the characteristic time scale

of the Ak and φk dynamics significantly exceeded this period, i.e.
∣∣∣Ȧk∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣φ̇k∣∣∣ � |Ω|.

That is, the variables φk, Ak were slow enough to be considered constant within one

oscillatory period. Further, we assumed the time delays τkl to be of the same order
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5. Dynamics of Neural Mass Phase Oscillator Networks

of magnitude as the period of oscillation, such that they could be captured by model-

dependent phase shifts ∆kl in the phase dynamics. For a more detailed explanation

of the derivation we refer to Methods and [58, 223]. Both phase dynamics obeyed the

form

φ̇k = ωk +

N∑
l=1

Dkl sin (φl − φk + ∆kl) (5.4)

with ωk the natural frequency of the oscillator at node k, Dkl the phase coupling

matrix and ∆kl the time-delay induced phase shifts. For the Wilson-Cowan phase

model we found

ωWC
k = −Ω +

1

2µ

(
S ′
[
χ

(0)
E,k

]
aEcIE + S ′

[
χ

(0)
I,k

]
aIcEI

)
DWC
kl =

K

2µk
S ′
[
χ

(0)
E,k

]
aESCkl

Al
Ak

∆WC
kl = −Ωτkl

(5.5)

where S ′ denotes the derivative of S resulting from a Taylor approximation around

the points χ
(0)
E,k, χ

(0)
I,k whose detailed expressions are given in the Methods. By virtue

of the definition of S, one has S ′ ≥ 0.

In case of Freeman phase model the expressions for ωk, Dkl and ∆kl read

ωF
k =

αkβk − Ω2

2Ω

DF
kl = −αkβk

γ

2Ω

Al
Ak
S ′
[
V

(0)
l

]
CF
kl

∆F
kl =

π

2
− Ωτkl.

(5.6)

Due to the inhibitory coupling cEI , C
F
kl (and hence DF

kl) contained both positive and

negative entries. This is in contrast with SCkl (and hence DWC
kl ) for which we had

SCkl, D
WC
kl ≥ 0.

When restricting to the zero-delay case, we see that the Wilson-Cowan phase

model closely resembles the Kuramoto network albeit with a heterogeneous coupling

matrix. However, from (5.6) it follows that the left upper block of DF
kl, contains

negative entries. Together with the π/2 phase shift, the Freeman phase dynamics is

more closely related to the repulsive cosine-variant of the Kuramoto network [231, 44].

This qualitative difference in dynamics led to profound contrasts in model behavior.
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5.2.4 Model behavior

We measured the synchronization dynamics via the phase dispersion, i.e. the modulus

of the Kuramoto order parameter given as

R(t) =
1

N

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
k=1

eiφk(t)

∣∣∣∣∣ (5.7)

where φk(t) followed the dynamics (5.4). We assessed the autocorrelation structure

of R(t) by means of a detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) [164].

In DFA the cumulative sum Y (t) =
∑t
k=1 y(k), is divided into non-overlapping

segments Yi(t) of length T . Upon removing the linear trend Y trend
i (t) in segment i,

the fluctuations Fi(T ) corresponding to window length T are given by

Fi(T ) =

√
1

T

∫ T

0

(
Yi(t)− Y trend

i (t)
)2

(5.8)

When these fluctuations scale as a power law, i.e. Fi(T ) ∼ (T )α, the fluctuations,

and thus the associated autocorrelations, are referred to as scale-free. The scaling

exponent α resembles the Hurst exponent H [119] and characterizes the correlation

structure (the resemblance is proper if y(t) stems from a fractional Gaussian noise

process). We assessed the presence of a power law in Fi in a likelihood framework by

testing this model against a set of alternatives. By applying the Bayesian information

criterion we could determine the model that constituted the optimal compromise

between goodness-of-fit and parsimony [42]. We refer to Methods and [224] for a more

detailed discussion. Note that in (5.14) we used a continuous definition of Fi in line

with the dynamics (5.4).

Only the Freeman phase dynamics generated power laws and thus long-range

temporal correlations in the evolution of phase synchronization for a broad range of

parameter values. In Fig. 5.3(a) we display the results as function of coupling strength

K and mean delay τkl. Parameter values for which at least 9 out of 10 realizations (see

Methods) resulted in scale-free correlations are indicated by the non-shaded regions.

Since for none of the parameter values the Wilson-Cowan phase model yielded power

laws, we do not show the corresponding results for this model. The average value

(± SD) of the scaling exponents was α = 0.56 ± 0.02, which is significantly different

from the α = 0.501± 0.012 surrogate results (p<10−4, see Methods). In this average

we only considered those realizations that were classified as power laws. This result

qualitatively agreed with the observed value in MEG data (α = 0.62, [225]), as both

indicate persistent behavior and thus long-range temporal correlations.

Fig. 5.3(b) provides examples of the log-log fluctuation plots for one realization
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Fig. 5.3(a): DFA results for the R(t) autocorrelations generated by the Freeman phase
model. Colors code the values of the scaling exponents α and are indicated by the colorbar.
The non-shaded areas indicate the parameter values for which at least 9 out of 10 realizations
were classified as a power-law, i.e. for which the scaling exponent can be considered valid. In
all cases we observed persistent behavior, consistent with empirical findings. Fig. 5.3(b):
Examples of the fluctuation plots for the Freeman phase (upper panel) and Wilson-Cowan
phase model (lower panel) for K = 0.7; 〈τ〉 = 9.4 together with the linear fits (gray) and
the assigned model (dashed gray; f10

θ in (5.17)) for the Wilson-Cowan phase results. On
the vertical axis we display the expectation value of Fi determined via the corresponding
probability densities p̃n (see Methods). The Wilson-Cowan phase model did not result in
scale-free correlations for any of the parameter values, with typical results for the log-log
fluctuation plots similar to the lower panel in Fig. 5.3(b). The DFA result for the Freeman
phase model (upper panel Fig. 5.3(b)) was classified as a power law with α = 0.56 — this
was significantly different form merely random noise when tested against surrogates.

(K = 0.7, 〈τ〉 = 9.4) for both the Freeman (upper panel) and the Wilson-Cowan

based model (lower panel). The latter clearly deviated from linearity indicating that

it did not scale as a power law. This was indeed confirmed by the model selection

procedure, which assigned a piece-wise linear function (dashed gray in Fig. 5.3(b))

to the Fi results. Other parameter values yielded similar results for this model. The

Freeman phase model result (Fig. 5.3(b), upper panel) was classified as a power law

with scaling exponent α = 0.56.

Next, we quantified functional connectivity as pair-wise phase synchronization in

the form of the phase locking value (PLV) [137]. In its continuous form it is defined

as

FC
(·)
kl =

∣∣∣∣∣ 1

T

∫ T

0

eφ
(·)
l (t)−φ(·)

k (t) dt

∣∣∣∣∣ (5.9)
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Fig. 5.4(a): Pearson correlation values between the Fisher-z transformed FCS and FCD

functional connectivity matrices for the Wilson-Cowan phase model as function of coupling K
and mean delay 〈τkl〉 (milliseconds). The colors code the correlation values and correspond
to the colorbar at the right. Fig. 5.4(b): Similar to Fig. 5.4(a) but for the Freeman
phase model. Coupling K=0.8 is not included for Wilson-Cowan phase model because the
underlying neural mass model (5.1) did not show self-sustained oscillations for all values
of 〈τkl〉 for this value of K. Results are averaged over 10 realizations for each parameter
combination (see Methods).

where the phase variables φ
(·)
k followed either the dynamics (5.4) (φSk ) or the instan-

taneous Hilbert phase extracted from source-reconstructed MEG data (φDk ). Model

performance was quantified by means of the Pearson correlation coefficient ρ between

the lower triangular parts of the Fisher z-transformed FCS and FCD matrices, where

we excluded the main diagonal to omit spurious correlations. Maximal FCD-FCS

correlations were ρ=0.56 in both models for parameter values (K=0.8, 〈τkl〉=9.4) for

the Freeman and (K=0.7, 〈τkl〉=9.4) for the Wilson-Cowan phase model (Fig. 5.4).

This value is comparable to values reported in previous simulation studies [45, 69, 66],

but in contrast to the latter two studies no critical coupling strength at which model-

data correlations collapse was found. We do note, however, that the Freeman phase

model appeared less sensitive to overall coupling strength than the Wilson-Cowan

phase dynamics.

Although both R(t) and FC
(·)
kl are synchronization measures, they measure two

qualitatively different forms of synchronization, which is the reason why they offer

resolution in either the temporal or the spatial domain, respectively. Functional

connectivity FC
(·)
kl measures temporal alignment of two phase time series φ

(·)
k (t),

φ
(·)
l (t) by means of an averaging over time in (5.9), such that FC

(·)
kl provides resolution

in the spatial domain indicated by the subscript kl. In contrast, from (5.7) it follows

that calculating R(t) involves an average over k, i.e. over spatial coordinates, for

each time instant t. This measure therefore provides resolution in time. That is,

FC
(·)
kl measures temporal synchronization and offers spatial resolution, whereas for R
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Fig. 5.5(a)-5.5(d): Mean values 〈R(t)〉 as function of delay (Fig. 5.5(a)) and coupling
strength (Fig. 5.5(c)). Black solid lines correspond to the Freeman phase model results,
dashed black lines to those for the Wilson-Cowan phase model. Empirical values are indicated
by the solid gray lines, surrogate values by dashed gray lines. Figs 5.5(b) and 5.5(d)

show averaged functional connectivity
〈
FC(·)

〉
as function of delay and coupling strength

respectively. Values are averaged over coupling values K = 0.1, . . . , 0.7 when displayed as
function of delay and over 〈τkl〉 = 0, . . . 75 when displayed as function over coupling strength.

the opposite holds. That FC
(·)
kl and R(t) indeed constitute two different aspects of

synchronization is reflected in the results. Whereas the qualitative difference in the

phase coupling matrices DWC
kl and DF

kl did affect the autocorrelation structure in R(t)

(Fig. 5.3), it had only a minor influence on functional connectivity (Fig. 5.4).

To gain more insight into the mechanisms responsible for the differential effects

on synchronization behavior in the two models, we further considered the averaged

measures

〈R(t)〉 =
1

T

∫ T

0

R(t)dt

〈
FC(·)

〉
=

1

2N(N − 1)

N∑
k=1

k−1∑
l=1

FC
(·)
kl ,

where 〈R(t)〉 is the average value of the order parameter over time and
〈
FC(·)〉 corre-

sponds to the average magnitude of pair-wise phase synchronization over the network.

In Fig. ?? we display the results as function of both delay and coupling together with
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the surrogate and MEG data values. As expected from the repulsive coupling in

the Freeman phase model, phases were dispersed with 〈R(t)〉 values significantly be-

low surrogate values (p< 10−4). In contrast, the Wilson-Cowan model resulted in a

partially synchronized state, which better corresponded to empirical findings (gray

solid lines). In accordance with the results on FCS-FCD correlations, the qualita-

tive difference between models in 〈R(t)〉 did not transfer to pair-wise synchronization

magnitude
〈
FC(·)〉. That is, both models yielded significantly larger

〈
FC(·)〉 values

than obtained for the surrogate data set (p < 10−4). Note that this was the case

despite the spatial desynchronization of the network in the Freeman model.

To assess the dynamics of both phase models, we conducted supplementary sim-

ulations with considerably larger coupling strengths. These coupling values exceeded

the values for which self-sustained oscillations were present in the network, rendering

the validity of the phase dynamics for these parameter values questionable. It did,

however, provide additional insight into the dynamical properties of the phase model

(5.4), especially with respect to the synchronizability of these networks. As shown in

Fig. 5.6 the Freeman phase model did not allow for a (partially) synchronized state

even for large coupling. On the contrary, for sufficiently small delays the Wilson-

Cowan phase model entered a fully synchronized state. This is consistent with the

coupling structure of both models given by (5.6) and (5.5) respectively.

0 10 20 30 40 50
0

0.5

1

〈R
(t

)〉

Fig. 5.6: Mean values 〈R(t)〉 for
large coupling values equivalent to
K = 5 (black) and K = 10 (gray)
for the Freeman (solid) and Wilson-
Cowan (dashed) phase models. The
gray solid line denotes the surrogate
〈R〉 value. Whereas, consistent with
the standard Kuramoto model strong
coupling induced a synchronized state
in the Wilson-Cowan phase dynamics,
this was not the case for the Freeman
phase model.

Although the degree of phase synchronization of the Freeman phase model was

consistent with a repulsively coupled phase oscillator network, the inhibitory connec-

tions in CF
kl made a direct comparison with the repulsive cosine variant of the Ku-

ramoto network non-trivial. Nevertheless we expected these models to show similar

behavior, since the inhibitory connections were rather sparse compared to excitatory

ones (Fig. 5.2). To test this, we also considered an alternative, the FE model, that

only comprised the excitatory part DF
kl, i.e. the left upper block of this matrix.

The resemblance of the Freeman phase dynamics with a repulsively coupled net-

work was confirmed by the FE model results. Fig. 5.7 shows that the behavior of the
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Fig. 5.7(a): FCS-FCD correlations values for the FE model as function of coupling and
delay. Fig. 5.7(b): Scaling exponent results with non-shaded areas corresponding to
conditions for which in at least 9 out of 10 realizations a scale-free autocorrelation structure
was observed. Fig. 5.7(c): Similar to Fig. 5.5; solid lines correspond to 〈R(t)〉 values,
dashed lines to

〈
FCS

〉
. Surrogate values are not displayed, but coincide with those displayed

in Fig. 5.5.
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Fig. 5.8(a): Pearson correlation values between the FCS and SCkl matrices for the Wilson-
Cowan phase model as function of coupling strength K and mean delay 〈τkl〉. The colors
code the correlation values and correspond to the colorbar at the right. Fig. 5.8(b): Similar
to Fig. 5.8(a) but for the Freeman phase dynamics. Again correlation values were averaged
over 10 realizations for each parameter combination (see Methods). Note the similarity of
this figure with Fig. 5.4 suggesting that the reflection of SCkl is an important determinant
in high functional connectivity correlations.

FE model largely agreed with the Freeman phase model, despite the lack of inhibitory

connections. Functional connectivity correlations with data were very similar in both

models, as can be appreciated by comparing Fig. 5.7(a) and Fig. 5.4(b), with max-

imal correlations of ρ= 0.56 for (K= 0.8, 〈τkl〉= 9.4) in both models. The FE model

also yielded scale-free autocorrelations in the phase synchronization dynamics (Fig.

5.7(b)). The average scaling exponent was α = 0.56±0.02, which was almost equal to

the Freeman phase model result. Again this was significantly different from surrogate

values (p<10−4). The
〈
FCS

〉
and 〈R(t)〉 results in the FE model largely agreed with

the Freeman model results as well. In particular, the FE model dynamics resulted in
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a spatially desynchronized network with, again, 〈R(t)〉 significantly below surrogate

values (p<10−4, Fig. 5.7(c)).

Similar to the strong coupling case above, the direct connection of the FE model

with the underlying neural mass dynamics (5.12) was blurred by ignoring the in-

hibitory nodes. These results indicate, however, that the origin of the scale-free

correlation structure displayed by the Freeman phase model is due to nature of the

coupling between the excitatory units. Its dynamics can thus be understood by con-

sidering the phase dynamics (5.4)/(5.6) as a repulsively coupled Kuramoto network.

5.3 Discussion

We contrasted the phase dynamics derived from two seminal neural mass models, rep-

resenting the integrated contribution of large numbers of neurons within populations.

Neural mass models have been used for modelling a wide range of neural phenomena

ranging from the origin of alpha band oscillations and evoked potentials [145, 123] to

the onset of pathological brain activity patterns such as epileptic seizures [33, 178].

The phase reduction yielded phase oscillator networks that differed qualitatively

in their coupling structure. Nevertheless, both models performed comparably well in

the spatial domain as assessed by the FCS-FCD correlations, i.e. they resulted in

similar pair-wise synchronization characteristics. A related finding has been reported

by Messé and coworkers [151] who showed that model performance in terms of FC

correlations was relatively independent of nodal dynamics. In light of the predictive

value of structural on (empirical) functional connectivity [40, 223], we hypothesized

that the similar FC model performance in the Freeman and Wilson-Cowan phase

models was due to a reflection of SCkl into the functional connectivity matrices.

We calculated the correlation between FCSkl and SCkl to show that both models

generated functional connectivity structures that were highly correlated with SCkl

(see Fig. 5.8). This same notion forms the basis for the general finding in RSN

modelling studies that optimal model performance occurs near the critical point [65].

The critical slowing down around the bifurcation point allows for a maximal reflection

of SCkl into functional connectivity [69]. We showed that the reflection of structural

into functional connectivity may occur in two models generating qualitatively different

dynamics. This indicates that an inference about the dynamical regime, in particular

regarding criticality, on basis of the FC correlations is non-trivial; at least for the here-

considered phase oscillator models. Whether this extends to more complex networks

consisting of detailed neuronal models is beyond the scope of the current study.

In contrast to the pair-wise synchronization (PLV), the models differed qualita-

tively regarding the phase synchronization quantified by R(t). In particular, only

the Freeman phase model displayed scale-free autocorrelation structures observed in
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data, revealing complex characteristics in its dynamics. The values of the scaling

exponents (α>0.5) revealed the presence of long-range temporal correlations, which

qualitatively agrees with the correlation structures reported in brain activity [144,

162, 31, 225].

In the Kuramoto model [136], critical coupling strength is the value of the cou-

pling parameter K for which the desynchronized state loses stability and the system

enters a (partially) synchronized regime [214]. Here, synchronization is quantified by

R(t), and hence measures spatial synchronization in the network. Functional con-

nectivity, however, is determined by the temporal alignment of, in the present study,

phase signals φl(t), φk(t) and thus reflects a fundamentally different form of synchro-

nization. We showed that these forms of synchronization were affected differently by

the generating dynamics: pair-wise synchronization largely agreed between models,

whereas R(t) did not. The average value and the autocorrelation structure of R(t)

were affected by the qualitative difference in coupling structure between models.

Fig. 5.6 shows that the Wilson-Cowan phase model displayed a transition into

a fully synchronized state for sufficiently large coupling. Combined with the partial

synchronization displayed in Figs 5.5(c), 5.5(a), this indicates that the Wilson-Cowan

model for K = [0.1, 0.7] is located at the onset of synchronization, i.e. in its critical

regime. Although associated with critical dynamics [211], we did not observe power-

law correlation structures in this model. Similar findings have been reported by [30]

for phase difference time series Φkl(t) = φl(t)−φk(t), not only in case of the standard

uniformly coupled Kuramoto network, but also for a more biologically plausible model

incorporating a DTI derived coupling matrix and delays, see also [46]. However, long-

range temporal correlations were observed in Φkl(t) as well as R(t) in resting state

brain activity in [31] and [225] respectively. This suggests that the critical regime in

Kuramoto-type networks has different properties compared to the working regime of

the resting brain, be the latter critical or not.

The desynchronized state for the repulsive coupling structure in (5.6) was consis-

tent with various analytical results [231, 44, 170, 169]; cf. Fig. 5.6. A desynchronized

network, however, does not exclude complex dynamics as reflected in the presence of

scale-free autocorrelations in the Freeman model. The topology of this model may be

regarded as related to phase oscillator networks consisting of conformists and contrar-

ians studied by [117, 44]. The latter showed that, even for small networks, a variety

of complex dynamics including chaos may occur. A similar finding has recently been

reported by Sadilek & Thurner [184], who studied a two-layered Kuramoto network

derived from the same Wilson-Cowan dynamics as considered here. They identified a

chaotic region with the largest Lyapunov exponents arising at the boundary of syn-

chronization, i.e. in the critical regime. By changing the value of the delay parameter,

this model could switch between a synchronized and desynchronized state through a
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bifurcation.

Despite the model in [184] and the Wilson-Cowan phase model in the current study

were derived from the same dynamics (5.1), both networks are quite different in their

topology and in their delay structure. The model in [184] contained an excitatory

and inhibitory layer, whereas this was not the case in (5.4)/(5.5). The reason for

this discrepancy is that [184] described the oscillatory trajectory solely by the phase

variable, whereas we also took amplitude into account; see also [190, 58]. Therefore the

reduction in dimensionality in the Wilson-Cowan phase description (5.5) did not occur

in [184]. As a consequence the inhibitory connections in the neural mass dynamics

were retained in the phase model in that study. A second distinction between both

models is the delay structure. In both models (5.1) and (5.2) we regarded the delays

between excitatory and inhibitory units to be neglegible compared to those between

excitatory units, as these connections represented long-rang connections subject to

finite conduction delays. In contrast, the delay parameter in [184] quantified the

delay between excitatory and inhibitory units and excitatory-excitatory delays were

assumed to be zero.

With the two models considered here we could explain two profound phenomena

observed in brain activity. The Freeman phase model generated the type of autocor-

relation structures observed in brain activity, but its coupling structure resulted in a

desynchronized network, i.e. low R(t) values, that did not agree with MEG recordings

(see Fig. 5.5). Additionally it could not account for a transition into partially syn-

chronized states, let alone the (pathological) fully synchronized one. In contrast, the

Wilson-Cowan phase model could cover these synchronization phenomena, but it did

not show the complex dynamics associated with (resting state) brain activity. The

fundamental difference in coupling structure, combined with the analytical results

discussed above regarding these models, suggests that these dynamical properties are

mutually exclusive for the models considered here.

We are left with the question, whether one of these models could be modified

in such a way that it can exhibit both phenomena. The aforementioned study by

[184] gives an indication how this may be achieved in phase oscillator networks, since

they showed that a connectivity structure allowing for comparatively dense inhibitory

connectivity yielded complex dynamics in the form of chaos. Interestingly, in other

types of models inhibitory connections have been shown to be determinants in gen-

erating critical states [149, 220, 199] and capacity of information transfer [64, 198].

However, these results reflected the dynamics within a neural population rather than

the dynamics in a global cortical network considered here. Neurophysiological find-

ings indicate that the long-range connections between areas are excitatory [126, 72,

208] with inhibitory connections only providing local inhibitory feedback. From such

a neurophysiological perspective we regard our coupling structure to be more realis-
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tic in the context of global cortical networks than the one in [184]. Thus, although

incorporating inhibitory connections could potentially merge the dynamical proper-

ties of the Wilson-Cowan and Freeman phase descriptions, such a coupling structure

would violate its neurophysiological plausibility and thus the appeal of deriving these

networks from a neural mass dynamics. This is not to say that the network in [184]

is unrealistic from a neurophysiological point-of-view, but both the connectivity and

delay structure renders that network to be more representative of local cortical inter-

actions.

Delays in networks can lead to much more complex dynamics. Since we considered

the dynamics of the relative phases that were assumed to evolve slowly with respect to

the oscillation frequency Ω, the delays between neural masses mapped to mere phase

shifts in (5.4). Therefore a comparison of the networks in which delays explicitly

influence the phase interactions, such as in [46] and the analytical results by [130,

239, 53], cannot be readily made. Also in the case of delayed phase interactions,

however, scale-free correlations could not be observed in a phase oscillator network

incorporating a similar coupling scheme to the one employed here [46, 30]. Taken

together, our findings suggest that phase oscillator networks without dense inhibitory

coupling throughout the whole network, are not capable of showing the entire dynamic

spectrum of resting state brain activity. Whether this limitation is posed by the phase

oscillator network itself or the consequence of collapsing population dynamics onto a

low-dimensional description in the form of a neural mass model remains to be seen.

5.4 Methods

5.4.1 Models

Wilson-Cowan phase dynamics

The first model was derived from the Wilson-Cowan firing rate model in a regime

where it displayed self-sustained oscillations. With Ek and Ik denoting firing rates of

the excitatory and inhibitory populations, respectively, the dynamics read [237, 58]:

µkĖk(t) = −Ek(t) + S

[
aE

(
cEEEk − cEIIk − θE + qk +K

N∑
l=1

SCklEl(t− τkl)

)]
µk İk(t) = −Ik(t) + S [aI (cIEEk − cIIIk − θI)] .

Here µk represents the neuronal membrane time constant, which slightly differed

through k to introduce heterogeneity in the individual mass dynamics. The average

value 〈µk〉 = 0.02 was chosen such that the characteristic oscillation frequency denoted

by Ω fell in the alpha frequency band. The parameters cEI , cIE denote coupling
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between the inhibitory and excitatory units within pair k with cEE , cII indicating

self-coupling within Ek and Ik respectively. The matrix SCkl is a normalized DTI

derived structural connectivity matrix describing the coupling between excitatory

units in the network. It is scaled by overall coupling strength K. The parameter qk

is an external input to node k. The sum of all input contributions is integrated in

time when it exceeds the threshold θE , θI . This integration is performed through the

sigmoid function S[x]. Note that both the external inputs qk and the contributions

from the rest of the network mediated by SCkl only act on the excitatory units, such

that inhibitory feedback is only present locally, that is within pair k.

In deriving the phase dynamics of the Wilson-Cowan network we considered de-

viations from the fixed points E
(0)
k , I

(0)
k , that is Ek = E

(0)
k + δEk and Ik = I

(0)
k + δIk.

Upon inserting this in (5.1) and combining this with the Taylor expansion for S

S
[
x(0) + δx

]
= S

[
x(0)

]
+

M∑
n=1

1

n!
S(n)

[
x(0)

]
(δx)

n
(5.10)

we obtain for the dynamics of the deviations, after restricting ourselves to n = 1:

µ ˙δEk(t) = −δEk(t) + S
′
[
χ

(0)
E,k

](
aE

(
cEEδEk − cEIδIk +K

N∑
l=1

SCklδEl(t− τkl)

))
µδ̇Ik(t) = −δIk(t) + S

′
[
χ

(0)
I,k

]
(aI (cIEδEk − cIIδIk))

(5.11)

with

χ
(0)
E,k = aE

(
cEEE

(0)
k − cEII

(0)
k − θE + qk +K

N∑
l=1

SCklE
(0)
l

)
χ

(0)
I,k = aI

(
cIEE

(0)
k − cIII

(0)
k − θI

)
Here the prime in S ′ denotes the first derivative of S.

By assuming oscillatory behavior, which we guaranteed by an appropriate choice

of parameter values, we could transform the system to polar coordinates: δEk(t) =

Ak cos(Ωt + φk) and δIk(t) = Ak sin (Ωt+ φk). To derive the phase dynamics φ̇k we

employed a combination of an approximating wave and slowly varying amplitude ap-

proximation [103]. As discussed in [58, 223] this boils down to identifying two distinct

time scales in the system: the oscillations with characteristic frequency Ω and the

much slower dynamics of φk. By this separation we could average over one period of

the fast oscillations and only retain the slow dynamics φ̇k. For a detailed derivation

we refer to [58], here we suffice with stating that the above approximations yielded
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the equations (5.4) combined with (5.5). We remark here that due to the first order

firing rate dynamics for each node, the phase dynamics (5.4), (5.5) and in particular

the matrix DWC
kl is N ×N with N the number of excitatory populations. Hence, the

structural connectivity matrix SCkl and DWC
kl have equal dimensions.

Parameter values were chosen in such a way that the neural mass network (5.1)

displayed alpha band oscillations and amounted to aE = 1.2, aI = 2, cII = 1, cIE =

cEE = 10, cEI = 6, θE = 2.5, θI = 3.5, qk ∈ [−0.25, 0.25] and µk ∈ [0.019, 0.021]

where the latter two were randomly chosen to introduce heterogeneity in oscillation

frequencies throughout the network.

Freeman phase dynamics

The other neural mass network that served as a basis for a phase reduction was a

network of neural masses introduced by Freeman [88], describing the dynamics of

mean membrane potentials of neural populations as

V̈k = − (αk + βk) V̇k − αkβkVk + αkβkq + αkβkγ

N∑
l=1

CF
kl

[
S
[
Vl (t− τkl)− θ

σ

]]
,

where k = 1, . . . , 2N . The parameters αk and βk represent mean rise and decay

times of neural responses in population k. Before weighted by the coupling matrix

CF
kl =

[
K · SC cEII

cIEI 0

]
(see Fig. 5.2), the delayed signals Vl(t− τkl) are thresholded

by the sigmoid function S[·]. This function covers the lump sum effect of pulse

coupled neurons l [88, 60], where the fraction in its argument may be interpreted as

the cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution N
(
V − θ, σ2

)
of the

firing thresholds θ across the population. In (5.12) it is additionally scaled by a factor

Γ [148] to guarantee self-sustained oscillations.

To derive the expressions covering the phase dynamics of the Freeman neural mass

network we used a very similar procedure as for Wilson-Cowan model above. To this

end we first write the system (5.12) as a system of two first-order equations

V̇k = Uk

U̇k = − (αk + βk)Uk − αkβkVk + αkβkq + αkβkγ

N∑
l=1

CF
kl

[
S
[
Vl (t− τkl)− θ

σ

]]
(5.12)

Analogous to the derivation of the Wilson-Cowan model we considered the dynamics

of the deviations from the fixed points V
(0)
k , U

(0)
k together with the Taylor expansion
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of S[·] given by (5.10) yielding

˙δV k = δUk

˙δUk = −(αk + βk)δUk − αkβkδVk + αkβkqk + αkβkγK

N∑
l=1

CF
kl

[
S ′
[
V

(0)
l − θ
σ

]
δVl(t)

]
(5.13)

These expressions can be considered equivalent to (5.11) and the subsequent proce-

dure to obtain the phase dynamics also goes along the same lines. Thus by a transfor-

mation to polar coordinates [δVk, δUk]→ [Ak cos (Ωt+ φk) ,−ΩAk sin (Ωt+ φk)] and

applying the same approximations as in the derivation of the Wilson-Cowan phase

dynamics, the phase dynamics for the Freeman model yielded the expressions given

in (5.4) and (5.6). For a more detailed derivation we refer to [223]. For this model the

parameter values amounted to cEI = cIE = 1, cEE = cII = 0, qk = 20, θ= 15, γ= 250,

αk ∈ [60, 80] and βk ∈ [165, 185]. The parameters αk, βk were chosen randomly to in-

troduce heterogeneity in the oscillation frequency in the network. Values were chosen

such that self-sustained oscillations in the alpha band were guaranteed.

5.4.2 Simulations

Phase time series φk(t) were obtained by integrating the system (5.4) using either

(5.5) or (5.6). In order to evaluate these expression, we first determined the fixed

points E
(0)
k , I

(0)
k (Wilson-Cowan) or V

(0)
k (Freeman) as well as the characteristic fre-

quency Ω and amplitudes Ak. This was achieved by a 5 second simulation of the

systems (5.1)/(5.12) using a Euler scheme with ∆t = 0.001. The choice for the Euler

method was motivated by the implementation of delays in the coupling terms. A

more elaborated predictor/corrector algorithm [193] revealed little or no difference,

but required far more numerical resources.

The control parameters in this study were conduction velocity v and global cou-

pling strength K. Conduction velocity v determined delay values τkl, by assuming τkl

to be proportional to the Euclidean distance Dkl between nodes k, l, i.e. τkl = Dkl/v.

The range of coupling strengths amounted to K = [0, 0.1, . . . , 0.7, 0.8]. Conduction

velocities were v = [1, 2, . . . 10, 12, 15, 30, 60,∞] ms−1 leading to average delay values

〈τkl〉 = [75, 39, 25, 19, 15, 13, 11, 9.4, 8.4, 7.5, 6.3, 5.0, 2.5, 1.3, 0] ms. Only for parameter

values that resulted in oscillations in the underlying neural mass dynamics (5.1)/(5.2)

we performed simulations of the phase dynamics (5.4), since only in this situation the

phase reduction can be considered valid. This is the reason that the range of displayed

K values differs in Fig. 5.4.

Integration of the phase systems (5.4) was performed by means of an explicit
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Runge-Kutta (4,5) algorithm with variable step size. Simulation time T = 302 sec-

onds matched the length of the available empirical time series, where we discarded

the first two seconds of simulation to avoid transient effects due to the first random

initial condition. To exclude effects of a specific natural frequency distribution ω
(·)
k ,

T was split into 20 bins with random duration Tn (Tn > 14). The initial condition

of bin n was matched to the last sample of bin n − 1. For each n a new set of

qk, µk (Wilson-Cowan) or αk, βk (Freeman) was chosen at random, under the con-

straint that the characteristic frequency Ω fell within the alpha band in all cases.

Although µk, qk, αk, βk and Tn were random sets, the sets were equal for all simula-

tion conditions. We thus obtained 20 sets
{
ω

(·)
k , D

(·)
kl

}
. For all parameter values we

generated 10 realizations by choosing different initial conditions and permutations of

the set
{
ω

(·)
k , D

(·)
kl

}
for each run. Results were averaged over these realizations for

each combination of parameter values.

5.4.3 Data analysis

Temporal analyses

To assess the temporal character of φ
(·)
k , we calculated the Kuramoto order parameter

defined as

R(t) =
1

N

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
k=1

eiφ
(·)
k (t)

∣∣∣∣∣
where for all models k = 1, . . . , N . That is, for all models we only used the excitatory

phases to calculate R(t). In analogy with the procedure for empirical data discussed

in [225] we z-scored the R(t) time series, such that differences in scaling behavior

could not be attributed to differences in the stationary statistics of the R(t) time

series. We resampled R(t) to 250 Hz to match the sampling frequency of the data as

well as to obtain an equally spaced time axis necessary for the detrended fluctuation

analysis (DFA) [164] used to characterize the R(t) autocorrelation structure. To

assess the presence of scale-free autocorrelations in R(t), we used a modified version

of the conventional DFA procedure. We shortly summarize this below, for a detailed

explanation we refer to [224].

Consider (the cumulative sum of) a time series Y (t), t = 1, . . . , N that is divided

into bN/nc non-overlapping segments Yi (t) of length n with t = 1, . . . , n. Upon

removing the linear trend Y trend
i (t) in segment i, the fluctuations Fi (n) corresponding
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to window length n are given by

Fi (n) =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
t=1

(
Yi (t)− Y trend

i (t)
)2

(5.14)

In the conventional DFA procedure one calculates the average fluctuation magnitudes

F̄i (n) =

√√√√ 1

bN/nc

bN/nc∑
i=1

F 2
i (n).

We regarded the Fi as a set of bN/nc realizations of the ‘stochastic’ variable Fi and

determined its probability density pn(Fi). When these fluctuations scale as a power

law, i.e. Fi (n · c) = nαFi(c), we find that log (Fi (n · c)) = α log (n) + log(Fi(c)).

Hence, under a transformation to logarithmic coordinates ñ = log(n), F̃i = log (Fi)

a power law appears as a linear relationship. To identify whether power-law scaling

was present we fitted a set of candidate models fθ (ñ) parametrized by the set θ.

The linear model corresponding to power-law scaling was contained in this set, such

that we could compare it against alternatives. For this comparison we defined the

log-likelihood function as

ln
(
L
(
θ|fθ

))
= ln

(∏
n

p̃n (fθ)

)
=
∑
n

ln
(
p̃n (fθ)

)
. (5.15)

where p̃n denotes the probability density pn transformed to the double logarithmic

coordinate system. In (5.15) one evaluates for each n the probability density p̃ at

model value fθ(ñ) and defines the likelihood function as its product. The purpose

of calculating L was to be able to use of the Bayesian Information criterion (BIC)

defined as

BIC = −2 ln (Lmax) + k ln(M) (5.16)

to compare different models fθ. In (5.16) M denotes the number of different interval

sizes n, k the number of parameters in the model (the size of the set θ) and Lmax the

maximized likelihood with respect to a particular model f
(·)
θ . The model resulting

in a minimal value of the BIC compared to alternative models was considered to be

the optimal model; providing the optimal compromise between goodness-of-fit and

parsimony [42]. The set of candidate models was given by
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f1
θ (x) = θ1 + θ2x

f2
θ (x) = θ1 + θ2x

2

f3
θ (x) = θ1 + θ2x+ θ3x

2

f4
θ (x) = θ1 + θ2x

3

f5
θ (x) = θ1 + θ2x+ θ3x

3

f6
θ (x) = θ1 + θ2x

2 + θ3x
3

f7
θ (x) = θ1 + θ2x+ θ3x

2 + θ4x
3

f8
θ (x) = θ1 + θ2e

θ3x

f9
θ (x) = θ1 +

1

ln(10)
ln
(
θ1

(
1− e−θ2e

ln(10)x
))

f10
θ (x) =

θ1 + θ2x x ≤ θ4

C + θ3x x > θ4

with C = θ1 + (θ2 − θ3)θ4 .

(5.17)

The scaling exponent α was determined as the slope of the linear relationship fθ, i.e.

α = θ2 in f1
θ (x). When reporting mean α values, we only use those α values obtained

in realizations for which the BIC indicated power-law scaling. We also calculated the

finite-size corrected Akaike information criterion AICc = −2 lnLmax + 2k + 2k(k+1)
M−k−1

which led to similar results (not shown) as displayed in Figs 5.3(a), 5.7(b).

We determined Fi for the range of interval sizes n = [10, N/10], where N denotes

the length of the time series, here amounting to 300 · 250 = 7.5 · 104 samples.

Surrogates

To determine the significance of the model results, we constructed surrogate data sets

by generating 90 phase times series φSk (t), which equalled the number of excitatory

nodes. The surrogate phase time-series consisted of random fluctuations around linear

trends sampled from the ωF
k distribution using the same Tn partitions as in the model

simulation conditions. We used a Wilcoxon rank-sum test to test the results from

surrogate time series against simulated time series in a non-parametric way. For

evaluation of the scaling exponents, we only incorporated those conditions that showed

power-law scaling as assessed by the BIC.

MEG data

To compare spatial correlation structures in terms of the functional connectivity ma-

trices generated by both models with empirical functional connectivity, we used a

previously published data set [45, 225]. We refer to [45] for details concerning data
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acquisition and preprocessing of both the MEG and the DTI derived anatomical cou-

pling matrix SC that was used in the coupling matrices D
(·)
kl . In short, MEG of 10

subjects was recorded in resting state conditions (eyes closed) for approximately 5

minutes. These MEG signals were beamformed onto a 90 node brain parcellation

[228], such that 90 time-series yk(t) were obtained with a sampling frequency of 250

Hz. The signals yk(t) were bandpass filtered in the frequency range 8-12 Hz using a

second-order IRR filter and subjected to a Hilbert transform to obtain the analytical

signal, from which the Hilbert phase φDk (t) could be extracted.

Functional connectivity

Using the phase time series from both MEG data (φDk (t)) and phase time series

generated by (5.4) (φSk (t)), we calculated the pair-wise functional connectivity FC(·)

as

FC(·) =
1

N

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n=1

eφ
(·)
l (t)−φ(·)

k (t)

∣∣∣∣∣
For FCD we removed all individual samples that displayed relative phases in intervals

I around 0 or ±π, as for these samples true interaction and effects of volume con-

duction could not be disentangled [157]. The intervals I were defined as I = ±Iw/2,

Iw=Ωc ·Fs where Ωc is the center frequency (in this case 10 Hz) and Fs the sampling

frequency.

In simulations we calculated the PLV matrix according to (5.9) for each partition

Tn and afterwards averaged the thus obtained 20 PLV matrices.

Model performance in terms of replicating spatial correlation structure was mea-

sured by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient ρ between the lower triangular

entries of FCS and FCD. Since the sampling distribution of the FC(·) entries are

not normally distributed, we applied a Fisher z-transform before calculating the cor-

relations. Restricting ourselves to the lower-diagonal entries was sufficient due to the

symmetry in the phase coherence measure. We also excluded the diagonal entries to

avoid spurious correlations resulting from the trivial value (FC(·) =1).
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